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MULTIFACETED OCCASIONAL FURNITURE 
WITH REFINED FUNCTIONALITY

Thanks to the clear stylistic elements, subtle details and the unique beauty of solid wood, TEAM 7 combines living ar-

eas to create a cosy home. Multifaceted occasional furniture such as sideboards and highboards – which inspire with 

their individual design, generous storage space and sophisticated functionality – ensure flowing transitions. For ex-

ample, the sideboards are equipped with a new fitting for flush-fitted sliding doors that does not require electricity and 

is based on a purely mechanical solution. Without cable spaghetti or power socket. Moves quietly and is easy to install. 

Thanks to the flush-fitted sliding doors with soft-touch opening, the filigno sideboard 20 can be individually planned 

for small rooms in an efficient way. In addition, the occasional furniture also makes visual statements: delicate joints 

break up the large surfaces of the fronts into filigree rectangles and give the furniture its elegant touch. In solid wood 

or combined with a coloured glass or ceramic front – depending on your wishes. The sideboard is available in three 

widths, two depths and in all TEAM 7 wood types.

The filigno sideboard 21 with aluminium frame front looks equally impressive. The corner glass elements in clear 

glass or smoked glass are illuminated with movable black spotlights and thus subtly set the stage for your accesso-

ries. When mixed with closed drawer fronts, this creates a very unique piece of furniture for all occasions. There is 

also room for an optional drawer insert. The new filigno sideboard can be planned in two widths, two depths and in 

all TEAM 7 wood types.
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The new cubus pure sideboard offers clever storage space in the home office and blends perfectly into the home-style 

atmosphere thanks to its clear stylistic elements. An open and a closed section as well as an additional external draw-

er keep things tidy. The practical partitioning also stands out visually: the divided front has an open element – precisely 

aligned to file dimensions – on the one hand, and a large, space-saving flush-fitted sliding door in solid wood – glass on 

the other hand is a real eye-catcher. Furthermore, the cubus pure sideboard delights with additional clever features 

such as a flush-fitted power socket in the open design element, including USB ports. This gives greater flexibility for 

power supply to mobile devices and makes working from home even more comfortable. The cubus pure sideboard is 

available in two widths and depths and in all TEAM 7 wood types. It blends harmoniously into any interior.
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